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Our weekend excursion would not 
have been possible without support 
from our wonderful hosts; Critical 
Mass. Critical Mass is a non profit 
art organization which supports and 
facilitates contemporary art projects 
in and around Port Hope. Focusing on 
community engagement and socially 
conscious art practices, the group has 
been hard at work curating unique 
workshops, installations and publically 
accessible events since its conception 
in 2012.
 Over it’s years in action, Critical 
Mass has worked with artists like 

Lauren Nurse, Felix Kalmenson and our 
very own Shannon Gerard. These pop 
up-style projects reflect the passion of 
the community back upon itself as they 
are largely supported by local business 
and earnest volunteers.
 Their latest project, Mini-Mega 
Print Project, was the culmination of a 
series of printmaking workshops lead 
by local artists hosted across several 
public venues in the city. The main 
event, of course, being the weekend 
long steamroller extravaganza, where 
large scale woodblock prints were 
pressed outside on the street by a 

steamroller. As a long time fan of both 
large scale construction equipment 
and fine art, this was truly a once in a 
lifetime opportunity.
 The organization has no plans 
of quitting anytime soon as they 
aim to expand and secure a physical 
location for themselves complete with 
an exhibition and studio space as 
well as an artist in residence program. 
But until that time, Critical Mass will 
continue to bring contemporary art 
to the people of Port Hope with their 
grass roots community projects.

Critical Mass
Owen
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Before going on the trip, this was the 
first time I had heard, thought of or 
even questioned OCAD’s origin and 
where it came from. Finally, in my 
fifth year here at OCAD University, I 
am introduced to Port Hope and its 
existing connection to the school. 

This history is valuable. I think it is 
important for OCAD students and 
alumni to know about the small town 
relation, especially because of it’s 
encouraging support for artists. After 
experiencing Cultivate, the friendly 
people and hopping community, I felt 

happy that OCAD’s spirit manifested 
in such a humble place. There was 
a fusion between our presence 
and Port Hopes community. It was 
beautiful and something I will always 
remember as an OCAD student.  

Trip Reflections
Holly Kay

In September 2017, a group of OCAD 
University students enrolled in the 
third year Publications course Pressing 
Issues took a weekend field trip to 
Port Hope, Ontario. Working under 
the collective name Toronto Timewarp 
Chronicle (TTC), we ran a pop up 
studio in which participants could 
contribute stories about Port Hope by 
writing on manual typewriters, talking 
with student facilitators, or drawing. 
The result is this newspaper! 
 We were invited to do this 
project by Critical Mass Centre for 
Contemporary Art during their mini 
MEGA Steamroller event during the 
Cultivate Festival. A list of prompt 
questions was generated in response 
to the conceptual parameters of the 
Canada 150 grant which supported 
mini MEGA. Questions ranged from 
introductory queries like “How long 
have you lived in Port Hope?” and 
“Tell us a Port Hope legend, folktale 
or myth” to more focused questions 
about agriculture and labour histories. 
Some of our questions such as “What 
happened to the water here?” and 
“What opportunities exist for artists 
here?” attempted to bring the 

responses into more political territory. 
Since this project is funded by a 
Canada 150 grant, we wanted to pay 
particular attention to our presence 
as uninvited settlers on the Williams 
Treaty Lands of the Mississaugas of 
Alderville First Nation, Curve Lake 
First Nation, Hiawatha First Nation, 
Scugog Island First Nation and 
the Chippewas of Beausoleil First 
Nation, Georgina Island First Nation 
and the Rama First Nation (http://
williamstreatiesfirstnations.ca). Our 
questions about land stewardship 
and indigenous histories largely went 
unanswered. 
 Even though we did not 
get specific responses to all of our 
questions, participants were eager to 
engage with the project. The stories, 
art and ideas of dozens of people 
have been collected in the following 
pages. Throughout the chapters of this 
paper, we have included our original 
questions with the hope that they may 
spark ongoing discussion, community 
gatherings, and research within Port 
Hope. 
 Highlights of our weekend were 
our visit to Molson’s Mill, the former 

site of the summer art school of the 
Ontario College of Art, our camping 
experience at Headwaters Farm, the 
amazing hospitality shown to us by 
Critical Mass, and meeting the kids 
in Port Hope who are doing such 
amazing things. Shout out to Eli whose 
comic ISSAC & ADVENTURES we have 
published here and to Ruby’s Cotton 
Candy Club. Many thanks to Clay and 
Christine Benson for opening up the 
Mill (it was pretty magical to eat pizza 
by candlelight on the lawn) and for 
allowing us access to the many archival 
materials they have lovingly collected 
over several years. Sincere gratitude to 
Charles and Debbie at Critical Mass for 
taking such good care of us, and to Liz 
Parkinson for running the Steamroller 
madness at the centre of mini MEGA. 
 We hope this paper will capture 
some of our experience in Port Hope 
and will become a tool for further 
exploration by readers. Look around 
you! Talk about home! Ask yourself the 
questions published throughout these 
pages. 

 Sincere thanks from The TTC.

Toronto Time-Warp Chronicle 
Shannon Gerard
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Critical Mass has played an integral 
role in elevating arts and culture 
initiatives in our community and 
we look forward to continuing 
our relationship with this dynamic 
organization and we welcome the 
opportunity to work with OCADU 

again in the future.
 Striking a truly unique 
balance between urban heritage and 
breathtaking rural landscapes, Port
Hope offers the finest in historical 
architecture, arts, culture, recreation, 
and relaxation. Port Hope is bursting 

with year- round cultural festivals, 
events, and activities for every interest. 
With spectacular shopping, luxurious 
accommodations, and unparalleled 
dining, the Municipality has
perfected the art of indulgence.

Mini MEGA Steamroller Print Festival
Bob Sanderson, Mayor

Mini  MEGA  Steamroller  Print  Festival     Quote  for  OCADU.    

Critical  Mass  has  played  an  integral  role  in  elevating  arts  and  culture  initiatives  in  our  
community  and  we  look  forward  to  continuing  our  relationship  with  this  dynamic  organization  
and  we  welcome  the  opportunity  to  work  with  OCADU  again  in  the  future.          

Striking  a  truly  unique  balance  between  urban  heritage  and  breathtaking  rural  landscapes,  Port  
Hope  offers  the  finest  in  historical  architecture,  arts,  culture,  recreation,  and  relaxation.  Port  
Hope  is  bursting  with  year-‐round  cultural  festivals,  events,  and  activities  for  every  interest.  With  
spectacular  shopping,  luxurious  accommodations,  and  unparalleled  dining,  the  Municipality  has  
perfected  the  art  of  indulgence.      
 

 

Bob Sanderson, Mayor 

CRITICAL MASS: a Centre for 
Contemporary Art welcomes The 
Ontario College of Art and Design 
University (OCADU) back to Port Hope 
and to our ONTARIO 150 Port Hope 
heritage themed event – mini MEGA 
Steamroller Print Festival. 
 OCADU and Port Hope have 
a history that dates back close to 
one hundred years – when OCAD 

established an art school in the  old 
Molson’s Mill at Corbett’s Dam.  It 
is especially exciting therefore the 
relationship could be renewed - 
with those from OCADU working 
with the CRITICAL MASS team 
to help us achieve our Vision of:  
creating engaging experiences for 
our community that redefine and 
expand the cultural vibrancy of Port 

Hope – through various mediums of 
contemporary art.
 Shannon Gerard and her Team 
from OCADU worked tirelessly and 
with good humour the whole of the 
weekend and to them we say: YOU 
were key to the success of this very 
important initiative and we thank you.

A Message from...
Charles Wickett, President & Chair Critical Mass
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During our weekend trip, Clay and 
Christine Benson opened up Molson’s 
Mill (also known as The Old Art School) 
for a tour and dinner on the lawn 
where we learned some of the slightly 
wobbly history of the site. Built on 
the banks of the Ganaraska River by 
Thomas Molson of Molson Breweries 
around 1850, the building was a 
grist mill and then sat abandoned 
for many years until JW Beatty and 
GA Reid purchased it in 1923 and 
converted it into a summer school 
affiliated (sometimes formally and 
later less formally) with the Ontario 
College of Art. For several decades, 
painting, drawing and drama students 

had defining experiences at the Mill, 
painting outside, swimming in the 
Ganny, making communal meals, and 
contributing an exciting chapter to the 
development of Canadian art. In 1940, 
with the death of JW Beatty, the school 
closed its doors. It was briefly used as 
a labour hall, then abandoned again 
until Clay Benson (owner and operator 
at Smith’s Creek Antiques) bought 
it in the 1970s, had it designated a 
historical property and restored it. In a 
really cool side note: Clay’s grand-dad, 
WG Hay, was once Registrar at the 
Ontario College of Art!
 Since 2002, the Mill has been 
the site of Journey Through the Arts 

a multi-faceted arts program run by 
Christine Benson and her husband 
Mike Woods. What started out as a 
summer job for Christine has become 
a popular place for kids from Port 
Hope and well beyond to explore and 
employ the imaginative possibilities 
of visual art, music and drama. What 
stands out especially about Journey 
Through the Arts is the emphasis 
placed on kid-led creativity. Art at the 
Mill or in their fall and winter in-school 
programming isn’t just decorative or 
supplemental, it is a way for kids to 
truly explore their imaginations and 
create new works such as songs, plays 
and visual artworks.

Molson’s Mill
Shannon Gerard

Toronto Time-warp Chronicle Collective taking a dinner break on the lawn of the present day Mill. J.W. Beatty sometime in the 1920s or 30s.

The Molson’s Mill today. Site of Journey Through the Arts’ summer programming. 
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The photo on the left from Clay Benson’s archive of clippings about the Mill depicts the 1930s ghost of our 
collective member Zoe. Clay held up the photo beside Zoe’s face and said, “So, you’ve been here before.”

Swimming shennanigans in the Ganny.

J.W. Beatty talks with a student (possibly Isobel Clelland?) who returned to the Mill for a visit decades later >

Drama class at the Old Art School.

Let’s bring these vintage swim suits back in style!

Boys at the OCA summer art school slept in these 
converted drive sheds. 

The woman on the right in this photo is the student 
from the photo to the left <
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Right Top: The first screen printed poster for Journey Through the Arts in 
2002.

Right Bottom: Some local press during Journey Through the Arts’ first 
summer.

Above: Happy art students c. 1930
Below: Tired art students in 2017
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+ Why do you live in Port Hope? 
+What keeps you in Port Hope?
+ What do you love most about Port Hope? 
What is the best thing Port Hope has to offer?
+ What do you do for fun in Port Hope?
+ How have you seen the land change during 
your time/life in Port Hope? What future geo-
graphical changes do you predict? 
+ What is your earliest memory of Port Hope? 
+ What is your fondest memory of Port Hope? 
+ Who is the most famous Port Hoper?
+ Is there a strong sense of community here? 
How is it expressed?
+ What is your connection to the history of 
manufacturing or labour in Port Hope?
+ What happened to the water here?
+ What employment opportunities exist here 
now? What is the major industry?
+ Is Port Hope an agricultural centre? What 
kind of farming and other land use happens 
here?
+ What does art contribute to daily experience 
in Port Hope?
+ Is art and cultural activity something that de-
fines Port Hope? How does it?
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Stories
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A wild goose was on the loose during 
at Critical Mass, an art festival held in 
Port Hope, ON. The goose, who goes 
by the name of Ganny, made its debut 
at Float Your Fanny Down the Ganny 
in April 2017. Ganny the Goose visited 
once again the weekend of Critical 

Mass, its appearance raising questions 
among visitors. Originally, the idea of 
this goose started as a badge by de-
sign team Jeff+Luke (Jeffrey Allan Bray 
and Luke Despatie) which was then 
transformed into a life-sized mascot by 
Kelly Kirkham and Alex Kirkham Mc-

Griskin. The goose gained popularity 
through art events in Port Hope includ-
ing the Critical Mass festival held ear-
lier in April 2017. Ganny the Goose’s 
appearance will be expected at future 
events held in Port Hope, ON.

Ganny the Goose
Ramis
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From the time we first arrived in 
beautiful Port Hope; most   Sunday 
afternoons have  meant an outing to 
the beach.  

On one such afternoon  in early 
October many years ago;  we ventured 
out on to a beach  still thick with mist 
from sudden temperature changes 
which had caused a very  violent and 
unexpected overnight storm. 

Walking down the trail to the beach  
felt  like  descending  through  a thick, 
wet cloud.   The atmosphere on the 
beach was almost dreamlike.  We 
couldn’t see where we had come from, 
where we had been or more than a few 
feet out over the lake which was very 
calm and still.

The children and my husband ran 
ahead of me. In the calm of their 
departure, I crouched and was 
completely fascinated by the sight of 
a battered monarch butterfly. It had 
been thrown into the sand at my feet 
by the winds and rain of the previous 
evening. 

 I could hear the girls  chattering 
excitedly to Daddy but I called to 
them to come and see the pure 
magnificence  of this fragile creature 
close up.   I was frustrated when they 
called  to me  that  I should abandon 
what I was doing and “come see”.    

As I walked the beach toward them,  
I  became aware of the reason for 
their excitement. It was a scene of 
pure  carnage.  The sand all  around 
us was literally covered in  Monarch 
butterflies.  Some  were dead, some  
were dying and some were  alive but 

clearly weakened . It was this incredible  
spectacle, the children had wanted  to 
share.

They were crushed.  Ever since we 
moved to this area, our family has been 
completely captivated by the fact that 
we live on the migration path of the 
monarch. To see so many of them so 
ravaged was a devastation which even 
now, years later  causes my  heart to  
ache. The girls were adamant.  We had 
to do something to save the 
butterflies.  I explained to them about 
the fragility of the wings of a butterfly, 
how even the slightest touch could 
wipe away essential  wing scales 
and render the butterfly incapably 
of recovery.  They understood their 
mission and suggested using sticks or 
pieces of strong grass to move  the tiny 
creatures.    

We spent that entire  afternoon 
convincing the healthier butterflies  we 
could help them. They were coaxed 
on to sticks, spoken to gently  and 
then taken to a nearby goldenrod, 
cornflower or  purple aster and 
encouraged to light. The poor things  
were clearly exhausted, but it was 
gratifying to watch as some of them 
attempted to drink nectar from the 
flowers. That simple action had an 
almost Zen like peacefulness to it.  

Up and down the beach  we moved;  
repeating the same actions over 
and over.  I lost count of  how many 
butterflies we picked up that day, or 
indeed how many hours we spent there 
and  we all went home with a  feeling 
of deep sadness and hopelessness. 
I told my children we could save the 
butterflies but did not truly believe it 

myself.

 Years later, I happened on a 
butterfly display at Presqu’ isle  park 
and related the story to the ranger.  
She told me that it was possible that 
the butterflies we had rescued from the 
sand that day had recovered enough 
strength to make the journey South 
to Mexico for the winter.  It gave me a 
good feeling to know that perhaps the 
efforts of that long ago afternoon had 
not been wasted.

Yesterday we walked that path again: 
my husband and I, alone now on our 
Sunday walks.  The girls  have long 
since grown up and become too 
involved in their own lives to be 
concerned with something as mundane 
as a Sunday afternoon walk on the 
beach. As we journeyed down the trail, 
a monarch, perhaps a descendent of 
the ones we saved,  fluttered very close 
to our heads.  It  dipped itself for a split 
second in what 
almost appeared to be the butterfly 
version of a salute and then flew off.  
The memory of that day came  back 
to both of us in a thundering rush  like 
storm- whipped   waves breaking on 
the lighthouse rocks.   
 
“You know, I will remember that 
day for the rest of my life,” said my 
usually quiet husband. And   without 
any explanation I knew immediately 
what he meant, so deeply has that 
day ingrained itself on our collective 
memory.  Our most treasured and 
memorable day with our children;  the 
day we spent the afternoon saving a 
small part of the world;  the day of the 
“Great Butterfly Rescue.”

The Great Butterfly Rescue
Debbie Furness Wilton
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+ Are you aware of the Indigenous 
history of Port Hope? What is 
the Indigenous history of Port 
Hope? How present or visible are 
Indigenous communities here now?

+ On what traditional territory is 
Port Hope situated?

+ How are you connected to the 
land in Port Hope? In Ontario?

+ What is Port Hope’s reaction to 
Canada 150 celebrations?

+ What qualities or stories define 
Port Hope’s Canadian-ness?

Canada 
150



 Home to roughly 16 000 people 
according to a 2017 statistic, Port Hope 
is the smallest town I’ve ever stayed 
in for an extended period of time. 
The immigrant and ethnic diversity 
within the population is low, with 10% 
immigrants, 3.5% a visible minority, and 
1.7% indigenous according to Statistics 
Canada in 2011. In short, I would not 
have been surprised to have mostly 
seen white people during my visit.
 I was pleasantly proven wrong.
 As I helped with and 
participated in the festival I was 
surprised to see so many people of 
colour. Most were Southeast Asian 
or East Asian families with kids and 
elderly relatives coming to visit for 
the weekend. When asked, they said 
they were enjoying the unseasonal 
warm weather by fishing, taking 
photographs, partaking in the festival, 
and generally exploring Port Hope. 
What surprised me most was that many 
of them travelled by car or van, not by 
tour bus.
 As a full disclosure, I’ve never 

lived in a small town, and I don’t plan 
on living in one soon. My surprise came 
from my own experience as a person 
of colour who immigrated to Canada. 
Many immigrants—especially those 
of ethnic backgrounds—generally 
gravitate to big cities for economic 
opportunities and the cultural 
communities already established there.
 Most people don’t leave the city, 
and for various reasons. Some want to 
avoid cultural barriers of going into a 
small town with less cultural diversity; 
some are undocumented and are 
afraid to go into a place where almost 
everyone was born in the country; 
some simply do not have a reason 
to go to a small town if their family 
and cultural community is in the city 
and not a small town. From personal 
experience, my own family doesn’t live 
in a small town nor do we visit them 
often because small town life is hard 
to approach. My mother explains that 
it’s “scary” entering a small community 
where you know nobody, and nobody 
knows you.

 The most popular reason I’ve 
seen ethnic immigrants leave a city to 
visit a small town is because they’re 
part of a bus tour—hence my surprise 
that many families came to Port Hope 
that weekend by car or van. The reality 
for many racialized immigrants is that 
travelling alone is expensive, and 
sometimes dangerous when visiting an 
unfamiliar place. Bus tours with a guide 
who can speak their native language 
are a popular way for many people to 
travel. From my own experience, when 
I see a large group of Asians in a tourist 
location, they’re likely traveling in a bus 
tour.
 So seeing many diverse faces 
that weekend became an educational 
experience beyond what I was doing 
for class. Watching people of different 
backgrounds, ages, and experiences 
come together to appreciate what 
Port Hope had to offer was exciting. 
Listening to community stories and 
hopes for Port Hope’s future for 
diversity and cultural growth showed 
me a different side of small town life.

Immigration in Port Hope
Jercy David
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Some would say play, is the purpose 
of childhood, or that’s what they used 
to say. It used to be learning about 
the world, by stomping in a puddle 
& watching as it splashed around 
your feet & rippled out. It used to be 
about climbing a tree & seeing past 
your seemingly small world. Exploring 
beyond counting & numbers & ABC’s 
& most importantly, screens. You would 
learn how to live by breathing in the 
fresh “clean air” & run around with 
mud on your boots or leaves in your 
hair; Imagining what your life could be 
like now. 
 Play is much more than we 
realize, far more than it seems. As they 
look to now, we look back on when we 
could “just play.” Making mud pies, 

Kids playing outside
Christina Castellano

getting drenched in the rain & catch-
ing the candy skies on our tongues. 
 Port Hope brought me back 
to that. Sleeping under the milky 
way, plastered with twinkling stars. All 
around people not far off from child-
hood, but still illuminated with it in 
their hearts. As art students, most of 
us still capture those moments in our 
work; because play, is our purpose. 

Photo: Isabel 
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Issac and Adventures
Eli John
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I consider myself an expert dog spot-
ter. Over the years, I’ve become known 
as someone who gets excited about all 
dogs all the time. Doesn’t matter if we 
are in the middle of a conversation, if I 
see a dog I will stop to say, “wow, look 
at that dog”. Dogs dogs dogs all the 
time every day.
 One conflicting issue I have 
with my current lifestyle is that it’s very 
hard to pet dogs while living in the 
city. Most dogs are either on the go, 
elusive, or just couldn’t really care less 
about the frantic 20 something year 
old chasing after them (kind of like the 
people here as well). 
 This is why I love a good old 
day trip to the suburbs, or ever better, 
a small ass town. I’ve discovered the 
smaller the town, the more friendly and 
pettable the dogs are.
 I can’t even begin to explain 
the amount of dogs I was blessed to 
encounter over this weekend in Port 
Hope as well be able to talk to their 
humans long enough to learn a few fun 
facts about said pups. 
 It started off with learning there 
were not one, not two, but three farm 
dogs inhabiting Headwaters Farm. 
They were distant and reserved at first, 
wondering who all these new people 
were, but once the super speedy scat-
ter minded (Name) came to our camp-
site to say hi and get some scratches, 
the other two weren’t far behind. I 
found his special scratch spot, his hind 
leg went crazy and then as quickly as 

he arrived, he disappeared, probably 
having important farm dog duties to 
attend to.
 Next was a scruffy little guy 
names Jax with burrs all in his matted 
fur. He didn’t seem to mind though 
and came right in for some pats before 
catching an interesting scent that sent 
him on his way. 
 Finally, there’s nervous little 
Lizzie. She took the longest to warm 
up to us, but on the final morning, she 
trotted down to our campsite to share 
her calm, steadfast demeanour with us 
for quite some time. 
 Little did I know, these three 
pooches were just the beginning for 
me. Throughout the day in down-
town Port Hope, tens of dogs passed 
through that I had the privilege of 
meeting. One notable pup was Mickey, 
the old rescue Golden Retriever who 
I was told had come a long way since 
she had been rescued about a year pri-
or. She sat calmly while I scratched her 
head and her human explained that 
only a year ago, she had been terrified 
of most humans. Congratulations to 
Mickey for finally finding your furever 
home and learning to trust again!
 A couple other pooches worthy 
of an honorable mention were Moose 
the Hungarian Vizsla, Max the incredi-
bly fluffy Alaskan Malamute and Buddy 
the tiny little puppy being shuffled 
around by an old elderly couple.

 One pup I was not lucky enough 
to meet was Mister Fox. However I 
did hear plenty about him from the 
lucky few who were blessed to be in 
his scruffy presence. Although I did 
not get to officially meet Mister Fox, 
I did get to add him as a friend on 
Facebook where I got to scroll through 
countless photos of Mister Fox himself 
posing for photos and looking happy 
as can be. 
 Coming to Port Hope, I was not 
expecting to meet so many spectacular 
dogs; let alone be able to pet almost 
all of them (as well as one cat on a 
leash named Oreo). After my weekend 
in a small ass town, I had a hard time 
adjusting back to city dogs. I wanted to 
ask to pet dogs all the time and forgot 
that so many city pups don’t care too 
much for strangers. Good thing my 
family living in the suburbs has a big ol’ 
golden retriever I can visit and cuddle 
whenever I want. Being dog deprived 
is a real thing, people; keep petting 
dogs whenever you can, but always 
make sure the dog is cool with being 
petted first. Consent is important with 
both humans and animals! If the dog 
doesn’t seem too into you, just give 
them a smile and keep walking! 
 
Happy Dog Spotting!
 

The Many Pups of Port Hope
Leanna Bleakney

Photo: Angela, Jercy, Sara
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+ How is art part of life in Port 
Hope? (galleries, studios, festivals, 
workshops/education...) What 
opportunities exist for artists here?

+ What does art contribute to daily 
experience in Port Hope?

+ Is art and cultural activity 
something that defines Port Hope? 
How does it?

+ What is your opinion about 
efforts to cultivate a space for art in 
Port Hope? 

+ Do you remember when OCAD 
had a summer school here? What 
are your stories about that school?

Arts, 
Culture 

and 
Community
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Cultivate
Isabel Bedard

missed connection 
To the boy I saw walking out of the 
porta-potty on Sunday, your skin was 
glistening from the grease and sweat 
of that steamy day, but you still looked 
perfect in my eyes. You seemed out of 
place, but maybe that was why I found 
you so intriguing. You blended into all 
the people that day. I began to inves-
tigate where you sprouted from it was 
challenging, but the find was trans-
forming. So to the pretty fry-boy with 
magical eyes I just wanted to let you 
know that I didn’t really like the fries, 
they were overdone.
mission accepted 
On Friday night we entered the gates 
of Cultivate overwhelmed by the small 
town vibes. Within minutes I was giv-
en a mission, feed Angela before she 
throws up. We went booth to booth 
reading the menus trying to find a 
vegetarian meal that would not upset 
her stomach any further. She settled on 
a salad that the woman in many ways 
implied it would be life-changing. It 
wasn’t. It was just some cut up vegeta-
bles in a container, but excellent sales 
pitch!

Photo: Jercy, Sara



After hours in the gruelling heat, slav-
ing over several-foot-long sheets of 
paper and copious amounts of ink, my 
only comfort was the promise of food 
soon to come. The local Port Hopi-
ans had notified us of one of the best 
burger places in town, Olympus Burg-
er. The restaurant has been praised by 
Food Network star, John Catucci on 
his show “You Gotta Eat Here!” so I 
expected the place to be wildly enjoy-
able. Located just across the bridge 
from downtown Port Hope, it was a 
quick walk to the restaurant. There in 
the distance stood the blue and white 
haven. Already salivating, we began to 
quicken our steps as we approached 
the building. 
 The Greek themed restaurant 
had plenty of options, and a variety 
of choices for vegetarians and veg-
ans alike. I chose the Demeter burger, 

described as a black bean patty with 
lettuce, tomato, caramelized onions, 
and Swiss cheese, along with a side 
of onion rings. As I saw the burger 
approaching our table, my stomach 
started grumbling and I was filled with 
joy. The smell of the patty and the 
freshly cooked onion rings drifted to 
my nostrils. With pupils dilated I took 
my first bite. 
 Soon the fantasy faded. I real-
ized that I had been duped. The taste 
of the patty was overwhelming the 
other flavours, and the toppings barely 
contributed to the burger. To my horror 
the patty had less of a black bean base 
and was instead mostly sweet pota-
to. To my knowledge I had ordered 
a black bean burger, not an orange 
paste burger. On the bright side, the 
onion rings were perfectly crispy with a 
golden ratio of breading to onion. 

Olympus Burger Food Review
Angela Kumar

 Overall, Olympus Burger was a 
bit of a letdown, and I found it to be 
overhyped. One perk however were 
the washrooms. Wonderfully clean 
with working plumbing, it was as if 
Zeus himself had installed it. Olympus 
Burger is worth checking out simply 
based on their amazing onion rings. 
Although, to my fellow sweet potato 
haters, be cautious of the “black bean” 
patty. 
 My rating: You Don’t Gotta Eat 
Here But If You Do You Might Find 
Something You Maybe Kinda Enjoy! 
out of 10.
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It was a hot and sunny weekend in port 
hope at critical mass art festival. My 
class of fellow art students and I, start-
ed our volunteer weekend eager to 
help. I was recruited to assist the team 
of artists with the steamroller printing. 
The work began with inking and setting 
up the printing process, an exciting 
task at first. Inking up the giant wood-
cuts. Lifting them into place. Rolling 
on the paper and layers of foam, and 
then finally setting the top piece of 
plywood down for the steamroller to 
drive over. After which we would re-
move the prints and start the process 
over again. I was excited and eager to 
help and engage with the printers, but 
what started as enthusiasm was soon 
drained away but the sweltering heat 
and tasking physical labour. As hard as 
it was, the prints looked great and I felt 

like I was part of a real team. The Art-
ists were pleased, and the prints were 
displayed on the fence of the cultivate 
festival as they hung to dry. Later in the 
day after all the main work was done, I 
even got the opportunity to steamroll-
er print one of my linoleum carvings 
onto fabric. The ultimate souvenir from 
the experience! Though a lot of the 
printmakers were older, they were still 
working fast and efficiently all day long 
in the hot sun. I could only do 6 hours 
before I felt like I was going to die! As 
an aspiring printmaker, I was impressed 
and inspired by their stamina, and I 
feel really lucky to have participated in 
such a cool project. I hope that I get to 
experience more feats of printmaking 
in my artistic journey, and hopefully, I’ll 
still have as much printmaking stamina 
as they do! 

Steamrolling in the sun
Sara Klebanoff
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At the end of September, as the sum-
mer begins to dissolve into cooler 
weather, Port Hope hosts Cultivate, an 
annul food festival. The combination 
of soulful tunes and yummy cuisine 
makes for a beautiful end-of-summer 
weekend. Locals, foodies, tourists, art-
ists, and Ocad students get together 
to enjoy the food around captivating 
musical entertainment. From Friday 
until Sunday a variety of artist’s per-
formed as they alternated between 
two stages. On Friday September 22 
the acts included, Zachary Lucky, AHI, 
Evening Hymns, Digging Roots and 
The Weber Brothers. Saturday Sep-
tember 23 featured; Hill & Landing, 
Cale Crowe, Kim Doolittle, The Kents, 
Jade Eagleson, Alysha Brilla, Delaware 
String Band, Fred Penner, Ganaraska 
Sheiks, Mayhemingwaays, Terra Light-
foots and Said The Whale. The final 
day of the festival, Sunday September 
24, had performances from; Syd Hall, 
Andrew Queen and the Campfire Crew, 
TBD, YUKA, Sheesham & Lotus, Jenny 
Whiteley and Gentlemen Husbands. 

 On the first night of Cultivate, 
under a starlit sky, the crowd revved up 
for each act. People enthusiastically 
cheered, laughed and danced along 
with the continuous melody through-
out the festival. One performance in 
particular, Digging Roots had evoked a 
commanding presence on stage. On-
lookers were captivated by Shoshona 
Kish and Raven Kanatakta, Indiginous 
power couple and Juno award winning 
musicians. The band came on around 
9:30 with as much enthusiasm as the 
crowd and played beautiful blues, rock 
and folk harmonies. Their authentic 
sound carried a peaceful and powerful 
message of love and truth. In between 
moments of their set, they touched 
upon residential schools in which many 
of their own family members expe-
rienced. The duo was honest and in 
relation to Canada 150, the topic was 
fundamental, relevant and meaningful. 
 Saturday and Sunday rolled 
around and were packed with talented 
entertainment all throughout the day 
and night. Classic Fred Penner played 

Music and Mustard
Holly Kay

A review on the musical entertainment involved during Cultivate food festival

loud and proud for all the children on 
Saturday. His happy music mesmerized 
the kids who couldn’t keep still during 
his performance. Sunday featured 
several more local acts including Jenny 
Whiteley who is based in Toronto and 
Gentlemen Husbands who are from 
Cobourg. There was also a scheduled 
square dancing event in between 
the bands that played in the after-
noon. The merriment and celebration 
of musicians, artists and good food 
came from the people attending and 
involved in the festival. Without the 
amazing turn out, the receptive and im-
mediate energy of the crowd could not 
be recreated with solely the musicians. 
A combination of both the energetic 
attendees and brilliant performances 
kept up everyone spirit and provided a 
fantastic atmosphere for Cultivate. 
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Port Hope has Ontario’s best preserved 
historic downtown, with many build-
ings and facades maintained in their 
19th century state. If you were a child in 
the 80s (especially a bookish redhead 
like me!) then visiting Port Hope might 
transport you to the set of Sullivan 
Productions’ TV series Anne of Green 
Gables or Road to Avonlea. 

Another 80s nostalgia trip is remem-
bering troubled Derek Wheeler/
Wheels in the original Degrassi Junior 
High TV show. After getting a birthday 
card from his biological father, Mike 
Nelson, Wheels hitchhikes to Port 
Hope Ontario where his dad’s band 
Mike and the Drifters is playing a gig. 
Heart ache and confusion ensue. Poor 
Wheels! Rest in Peace actor Neil Hope. 

Road to Avonlea

Degrassi

Shannon Gerard

Shannon Gerard

Penryn Park: Kingsport Ladies College in Anne 
of Green Gables the Sequel. 

Wheels with bandmates Joey Jeremiah and 
Snake Simpson in The Zit Remedy. 

Hill & Dale Bed and Breakfast: The Avonlea 
Foundling House in Road to Avonlea

Wheels hitchhikes to Port Hope in search of 
Mike and The Drifters, the ultimate Canadian 
Dad Band. 



Just a few dirt roads away from here, 
he was born with enormous energy. His 
parents were physically vigorous, but 
they were shocked by Willie’s unbri-
dled vitality and told him it was evil. He 
was fiery, determined and spirited and 
it runs in the Hunt family. My grandfa-
ther told me endless tales of the Great 
Farini, as they were told to him as a 
boy. Here is part of how it all started.

In the mid 1800’s, many respectful 
Canadians considered the circus to 
be low and immoral. They thought 
performers tempted people to feel 
emotions better left unexplored. The 
inside of the circus tent was declared 
out of bounds to my family. So young 
Willie practiced in secret and in the Fall 
of 1859, while his father was away in 
England, a rope went up 100 ft in the 
air and stretched 200 ft across Smith’s 
Creek (now Ganaraska River). Throngs 
of people stood shoulder to shoul-
der to watch a local fall, or maybe to 
see if a small town boy could do what 
famous and exotic performers were 
doing in far-off places. People cheered 
and pleaded for the young medical 
student to come down, which he said 
almost affected him, but once his foot 
stepped onto the rope there was deep 
silence and palpable empathy. I was 

Legend of a Country Boy
Mystery Writer

told that he said said he saw, “pain 
on their old sun-burnt faces” when 
he glanced down. He moved steadily 
over the river, knowing that he was not 
meant for the rocks below. The rope 
loosened, but he made it and despite 
the danger of returning, he felt en-
ergized by the crowd and he put his 
balancing pole aside and walked back 
out. Then he suddenly let himself fall 
and catch the rope with one arm and 
dangled in the screams! He pulled 
himself up, sat down and held his arms 
away from the rope. Finally, he hung 
by his feet, looking upside down along 
the banks toward Lake Ontario. With 
the audience still in awe, he decended 
and gave a lecture at the town hall on 
“Physical Culture” and demonstrated 
his strength. By the 2nd show he stood 
on his head and did summersaults. All 
of this, to the great dissapointment 
and shame of his family when they 
found out.

Eleven months later, he walked across 
the Niagara gorge, challenging and 
one-upping world famous wire-walker 
Blondin daily. He was daring and re-
lentless. 

He went on to try nearly anything and 
pushed others to dare the devil too. 

He created some of the most thrill-
ing entertainment the world has ever 
seen. He was the sensational leader of 
the Flying Farinis and the mastermind 
behind the mysterious “Lulu”, the first 
human cannonball act. 

He made brilliant illusions, but he 
wasn’t just a showman, he was the 
genius behind hundreds of innova-
tions---from the folding theatre chair to 
the modern parachute. He was a fear-
less explorer, an expert botanist, cre-
ator of Africa’s great myth of the Lost 
City of the Kalahari, a published writer 
of several books, a painter and a spy in 
the American Civil War.  

There is a mad drive in some mem-
bers of the Hunt family. It’s a mixture 
of ferocity, grandiosity and wild imag-
ination. At a time when Victorian Port 
Hope life was quiet, slow and reserved, 
William Leonard Hunt lived by his 
heart. My grandad said that William 
believed in living by his emotions and 
that he thought that was to be honest. 
His life became an exploration of pas-
sion and an unusual adventure story.
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Port Hope is a beautiful and sunny 
town in Southern Ontario with a pro-
active community and cultural allure 
and “a disaster” with radioactive waste 
lying about in every park, playground, 
school, and home. What a dilemma! 
Should the people of Port Hope have 
faith in their paradise town or run for 
their lives-literally.
 Here’s a little history to clarify 
the situation:
 It all started in the 1920s when 
brothers Charles and Gilbert Labine 
discovered an uranium ore mine in the 
Northwest Territories. But the chemi-
cals required for extracting that radium 
from the uranium was difficult to obtain 
in the North. So, in 1932, Eldorado 
Gold Mines Ltd., a radium and urani-
um refining facility, was opened in the 
small town of Port Hope. 
 For decades the company used 
large amounts of chemicals and ore 
in the refining process. This facility 
became one of the key sources of 
uranium for atomic and nuclear weap-
ons in the Second World War. Though 
the demand for radium was high and 
profitable, the waste management and 
monitoring in the facility was futile. 
Spillage during transportation, unau-

thorized distribution of construction fill 
spread radioactive residue from their 
storage areas.
 When radium refining stopped 
and the facilities were taken down and 
removed from plant site in the early 
1950s, leftover waste was abandoned 
around the processing plant on Port 
Hope’s waterfront. Some were dis-
carded into the harbour, some were 
disposed of into local dumpsters, and 
used equipment was stored in different 
areas around town. 
 It wasn’t until the 1970s that 
people started to become more aware 
of the radioactive waste emerging 
in various localities throughout Port 
Hope. Cleanup efforts were initiat-
ed in the ‘70s to reduce the levels of 
radioactive waste. Over 100,000 tonnes 
of contaminated soil was transferred 
to a site at Chalk River Laboratories. 
But without a solid long-term plan for 
waste storage, cleanup initiatives came 
to an end.
 In 1982, the Low-Level Radioac-
tive Waste Management Office (LLRW-
MO) was established with the mission 
to manage the historic waste in Port 
Hope, and throughout Canada. From 
1982 to 2001, committees, task forces 

The Radiant Town of Port Hope
Venuri Liyanage

and programs were created to mini-
mize the spread of contamination in 
Port Hope. 
 In 2001, the Port Hope Area 
Initiative (PHAI) began. A signed legal 
consensus commits the federal gov-
ernment and the municipalities to the 
“safe cleanup, transportation, isolation 
and long-term management of historic, 
low-level radioactive waste”. 
 Currently, Canada’s most expen-
sive radioactive cleanup is underway 
with the construction of Port Hope 
Project engineered aboveground 
mounds and numerous health and 
safety evaluations being carried out. 
 But the people of Port Hope 
continue to live, work and play just as 
they always have with the full knowl-
edge of the negligible danger the 
town imposes. They are proud of their 
small town and tired and frustrated 
with the negative reputation Port 
Hope has come to earn. There has 
never been any proof that radioactive 
contamination in the environment has 
harmed anybody in Port Hope. And 
every health study done to date point 
to the same conclusion — Port Hope is 
as safe as any other town in Canada.

Photo: Isabel, Jercy

The mystery surrounding Monkey 
Mountain.
 One theory proclaims a train 
was enroute occupied with circus 
animals. During its journey the train 
derails in a forested area in Port Hope, 
causing monkeys to escape from one 
of the train cars. The monkeys found 
refuge in the forest until the winter 
months leading them to their death. 
This is allegedly why it is still named 
this today.
 A more unsettling story involves 
a family of six residing within the for-
ests of Monkey Mountain. They per-

Beware of Monkey Mountain
Cat Ivy

ished in an accidental fire. It is said that 
if you dare step into the forest at night 
you can hear voices of children and 
 Upon my research I uncovered 
that Monkey Mountain was occupied 
by a village of the Cayuga people of 
the Iroquois Confederacy called Ga-
naraskè which is one of the first record-
ed human occupation in what we call 
Canada today. Garanaskè had a trail in 
which was used as a canoe route from 
Lake Ontario to Rice Lake. A docu-
mented historical legend describes 
“If you walked on Monkey Mountain 
at night, you are followed by little 

red lights and little children can be 
heard screaming and running around 
yet there is no one there. This occurs 
around an area where the natives had 
their longhouse.” (Port Hope District 
Historical Society (PHDHS) Newsletter, 
September, 2015; Little Tales of Old 
Port Hope, 1966; Port Hope Evening 
Guide series, 1965/66) A longhouse 
would have been evidence of a village 
site – the Iroquoian Cayugas were 
known as “people of the longhouse”.
 It is always interesting to think 
about the sights you see and take in its 
lived history.
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Manufac-
turing, 

Labour and 
Agriculture

+ What is your connection to the history of 
manufacturing or labour in Port Hope?

+ What happened to the water here? 

+ What employment opportunities exist here now? 
What is the major industry?

+ Is Port Hope an agricultural centre? What kind of 
farming and other land use happens here?
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@Headwaters
3517 Rowe Rd.
Cobourg, Ontario
K9A 4J7

In tranquil Cobourg, just a few minutes 
away from Port Hope is Headwaters 
Farm and Education Centre. This land 
has been dedicated to sustainable and 
healthy living. Headwaters in conjunc-
tion with farming, offers an educational 
and interactive experience for those 
looking to enjoy nature, camp out 
under the stars or get their hands dirty 
learning how to grow and harvest fresh 
produce. They strongly advocate fresh 
food from farm to plate.
 The owners of the farm are 
very welcoming and hospitable and 
the land itself is stunning. During the 
Cultivate Festival in Port Hope, a group 
of artists, myself included, had the 
opportunity to camp out on the farm. 
We were captivated by the sunrise in 

Headwaters Community Farm and 
Education Centre
Joel Lee

I guess Port Hope is at least one of the 
beautiful fragments of the world we are 
living in. 
 Not only because of the unbe-
lievably clear starry night presented 
in front of my eyes, or because of the 
borderless backyard of a mysterious 
farm we camped in that is filled with 
unknown grass, flowers, woods, and 
grasshoppers, or because of that cute 
little business district in the center area 
that has only a few streets but contains 
a more than complete community 
that is functional and connected, or 
because of the cup of overly sweet 
hot chocolate with honey added in 
reminding me the sweetness of the 
people in town and the cup of morn-
ing coffee expressing the warmth from 
the Sunday morning sun, but because 
somehow everyone in town just know 
my name, and because the kids from 
the town shown me their satisfied and 
happy smiles, and even adults who 
also unconsciously shown their curios-
ity and their creativity to me as if they 

Port Hope as I See it
Kong Cai
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the morning and mesmerizing stars at 
night. It was a beautiful escape from 
the city.
 The educational activities at the 
farm are completely not-for-profit and 
widely diverse. They offer Sustainable 
Living Workshops, Culinary Classes 
and Day Retreats to name a few. The 
Sustainable Living Workshops allows 
hands on action to experience “living 
on the land.” While, the Culinary class-
es allow participants to select produce 
from the garden to make fresh meals 
with Headwaters staff, expert chefs or 
community members. Headwaters a 
truly a destination for a great time. 



were going back to their childhoods, 
this trip to Port Hope has given me so 
much that I should not say it simply as 
an experience, but more an exit from 
my world to the outside world.
  Such a trip is rewarding: my first 
ever camping experience, first ever 
sleeping overnight with classmates 
from university experience, first ever 
staying in another city for volunteering 
on a weekend experience, first ever 
“mentally prepared of no shower for 
three days” experience even though 
we eventually had the precious change 
to shower, and first ever sleeping in 
the arms of nature experience. For all 
these breaking records of my life, I feel 
my soul enriched when I was able to 
step out and to participated in the kind 
of life I have never imagined.
 Every night at the camp was 
unforgettable. They were so unreal 
that I automatically link those nights 
with Port Hope as a representative of 
the weekend. The nights were so vivid 
as if I am going back to the time and 

space, the moment I was sitting beside 
the campfire. Under the starry night, 
I am sitting beside the campfire. The 
frame is so hot that I can feel it burning 
my eyes. But the night is cool, I have to 
stay closer or else I am afraid I will get 
sick tomorrow morning. People around 
me are talking. There are even two of 
them singing while playing guitar and 
violin. It is not a huge group of peo-
ple, but all the sounds make me feel I 
am surrounded and thus warm. They 
are talking in English. I am surprised I 
can understand what they are saying. 
Wood in the fire makes the sound of 
“pop”. I think some extremely hot 
burning piece will jump onto my pants 
or even my face, so I look at the camp-
fire, trying to see where the sound 
came from. I follow the flow of the 
frame from the inside of the wood to 
the top end where fire turns into small 
spark of light flying up into the sky 
where is full of stars touching the fire as 
if the sky is made with the spark from 
the campfire. “This is stunning”, I say it 

out loud in my mind. At the moment, I 
realize I am breathing and I feel that I 
am alive.
 Another thing that defines the 
trip is the kindness in human that I 
could feel from my classmates and 
from the people of Port Hope. How 
classmates helped me to survive 
through the nights, how people were 
excited about their shirts getting 
printed and their buttons being made, 
how everyone shown their satisfied 
smile when another sheet of steamroll-
er prints had been printed, how kids 
asked me if I can use that yellow, how 
adults said yes when I asked the same 
question to the children “do you want 
to make a button?”, how pure and 
innocent the people really are in my 
eyes, make me see the true beauty of 
this world.
 And that’s it, that is how amaz-
ing that trip was.
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Money Maker
Game Changer

Go Getter
PORT HOPE
Port Hoppin’
Port-a-Potty
Port Poppin’

We do have fun at OCAD University 
which is one of the BEST parts of my 
job. The students who formed TTC this 
year in Port Hope were amazing-- so 
much laughter, so much drive. They 
worked so hard in the sun for 2 days 
screenprinting tshirts, helping Liz at the 
Steamroller, and collecting stories for 
this paper. They even delivered sand-
wiches to hungry vendors. 

This page of typewriter bloopers and 
redacted potential titles for the pa-
per will give you a small sense of how 
much fun we had together. 

Redactions & Bloopers
Shannon Gerard
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+ What does Port Hope’s 
future look like?

+ What would you like to see 
happen in Port Hope over the 
next 5 years? 10 years? 20 
years?...

Future 
Visions
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